ANNOUNCING OUR NEW SHOW
Tune in Monthly
Mystic Living Radio
With EJ – Eliyahu Jian
Deep Spiritual Wisdom....Practical Advice

Seattle, WA – June 14, 2017
Mystic Living Radio with EJ - Eliyahu Jian - Known for his keen sense of humor, contagious smile and
extensive ability to simplify esoteric wisdom, Eliyahu translates deep spiritual wisdom into practical advice to
empower you to live your happiest and most fulfilled existence. This hit show delivers profound experiences for
all who want to embrace a life filled with your deepest desires. Eliyahu brings forth a profound understanding of
the mystical arts through astrology, dream interpretation, soul readings, and connecting to those who have
passed on during this live call-in show. You will experience spiritual mentoring in an unprecedented way as
challenges are revealed and blockages removed.
Get ready for dynamic engagement, rational conversations and special techniques to chart your soul's path as
you are guided through a deeper understanding of yourself, and a clear direction to help you cultivate a truly
fulfilling future. Mystic Living Radio will help you reveal your deeper gifts and contributions and provide clarity
for practical decisions in everyday life and intuitive choices in living your own unique powerful life

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN
About - EJ - Eliyahu Jian
For nearly three decades, Eliyahu Jian, an LA-based mystical Kabbalist, spiritual advisor, coach and teacher
has been building men and women to strengthen their relationships, improve their businesses and embrace a
healthier lifestyle while connecting to a higher power and purpose.
Known for his keen sense of humor, contagious smile and extensive ability to simplify esoteric wisdom, Eliyahu
employs a multitude of spiritual tools when sharing his teachings. He is a mystical Kabbalist whose lectures,
mentorships, seminars and soul readings have taken him around the world as his vision and guidance create a
roadmap that motivates and inspires people to change their life. Eliyahu translates deep spiritual wisdom into
practical advice to empower you to live your happiest and most fulfilled existence.

Growing up in Israel, Eliyahu lived in a traditional Jewish home except for the fact that both of his parents
came from generations of mystics and people with great esoteric power. His first experience with mysticism
was through his grandfather Abraham, whom people would travel to from all over the world to remove different
types of curses. At the age of 16 Eliyahu began his personal spiritual journey spending years studying with and
assisting some of the world's leading spiritual teachers. Currently his students include successful
entrepreneurs, celebrities and leading thinkers in personal development, entertainment and business.
With the gifts he received from his grandparents, parents, teachers, students and the Divine, Eliyahu helps his
students through a unique way of spiritual coaching. Eliyahu commands a profound understanding of the
mystical arts through astrology, dream interpretation, and connecting to those who have passed on. He has the
ability to understand the codes of his students faces and palms, allowing him to see the challenges and
blockages they carry. He then pulls from Kabbalistic tools that provide specialized insight and guidance for his
students.
When you meet with Eliyahu, he engages the rational conversation while using his special techniques to know
where the soul is coming from. He guides you to a deeper understanding of yourself, reveals past life mistakes
and assists you in removing your blockages to help you cultivate a truly fulfilling future. This process reveals
your deeper gifts and contributions which provides clarity for practical decisions in everyday life and intuitive
choices in business.
Eliyahu's multi-faceted approach draws from over 30 years experience and practice, as well as the deep
lineages of the Kabbalists throughout history.
His aim is to create profound experiences for men and women who want to embrace a life filled with their
deepest desires.
Eliyahu is available for one-on-one sessions, couples workshops, seminars and business coaching.

THANKS FOR TUNING IN
Transformation Talk Radio - YOUR CO-HOST – CHEF ROSSI

Connect: http://www.vitaltransformation.org

About The Transformation Network, Transformation Talk Radio, and The Dr. Pat Show Network
Our Mission is to broadcast a distinctive blend of Live Talk Radio genres that include interviews with a
mix of uplifting and intelligent news plus educational and practical information. Topics range from
personal development to critical issues relevant to a rapidly-changing world. Transformation Talk
Radio-more than radio and more like an experience! Their mission is to transform the world one
listener at a time as their networks reaches millions in over 195 countries. As Dr. Pat says, "We talk
about everything from sex to spirituality with a vibration that honors the dignity of the human spirit."
For more information about Hosting your own show email host@transformationtalkradio.com.
Contact: Jesica Henderson
inspire@thedrpatshow.com
855-393-3742
###

